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**White Lines Jennifer Banash**
Reading WHITE LINES helped me to blur my own set of lines in young adult book reviewing world. WHITE LINES by Jennifer Banash isn't a fantasy novel. It's the exact opposite. Banash takes a hard look at one teenager's reality in the 1980s. Learn more about Jennifer Banash and her book here.

**White Lines by Jennifer Banash - Goodreads**
hit even though drug use best friend year old main character young people lives alone club promoter alone in an apartment boy at school friend sara sounds like night life getting better. Showing 1-8 of 24 reviews. Top Reviews.

Amazon.com: White Lines (9780399257889): Jennifer Banash ...
white lines new york jennifer banash club scene york city club kid even though drug use best friend year old main character young people lives alone club promoter alone in an apartment boy at school friend sara sounds like night life getting better. Showing 1-8 of 24 reviews. Top Reviews.

Amazon.com: White Lines (9780147509970): Jennifer Banash ...
We follow the journey of a lost and broken girl who has everything to loose but also so much to gain. Her choices made along the way make White Lines a enthralling read. Author Jennifer Banash wrote such a heart breaking and intense book that will leave readers thinking about the book long after the last page.

White Lines by Jennifer Banash | NOOK Book (eBook ... About Jennifer Banash. Jennifer Banash lives and writes in Los Angeles, California, with her partner, Willy Blackmore, and their daughter, Story. She is the author of several works including White Lines, Silent Alarm, and The Elite.

White Lines by Jennifer Banash - PenguinRandomhouse.com Jennifer Banash was born and raised in New York City. She now lives in Southern California with her beagle, Sigmund, and her vast collection of designer shoes. I am the author of the Young Adult novel, WHITE LINES, forthcoming from G.P Putnam and Sons in April, 2013, as well as the three-book series THE ELITE, published by Berkley Jam. which ...

Spotlight: White Lines by Jennifer Banash | Xpresso Reads White Lines by Jennifer Banash is a fairly dark young adult book set in the 1980s (so, that’s basically historical fiction right? WOW I AM
OLD) featuring the dangerous world of drugs. So, basically this book is lots of drugs and clubbing and the 1980s. I liked it, but did not love it or really, really […]

**White Lines | Jennifer Banash | Book Review | Good Books ...**

White Lines is a hard-hitting story of the dark, drug-laced 1980s club scene in New York City, and will appeal to readers who enjoy the works of Bret Easton Ellis or have an interest in that era. It's a very dark, upsetting story, but a worthwhile one. I will be curious to see what Banash tackles next.

**White Lines by Jennifer Banash Book Reviews**

Find many great new & used options and get the best deals for White Lines by Jennifer Banash (2013, Hardcover) at the best online prices at eBay! Free shipping for many products!

**White Lines by Jennifer Banash (2013, Hardcover) for sale ...**

I don’t want to be this person anymore, but I’ve been running for so long, I don’t know how to stop, how to stand still, how to begin again. Seventeen-year-old Cat is club kid royalty, with the power to decide who gets past the velvet rope at some of the hottest clubs in the city. She lives for the night with its high-inducing energy, pulsing music and those seductive white lines that can …

**White Lines - Jennifer Banash - Google Books**

Jennifer Banash was born and raised in New York City. She now lives in Southern California with her beagle, Sigmund, and her vast collection of designer shoes. Check out my blog at jenniferbanash.wordpress.com

**Jennifer Banash (Author of Silent Alarm) - Goodreads**

Find great deals for White Lines by Jennifer Banash (2014, Paperback). Shop with confidence on eBay!

**White Lines by Jennifer Banash (2014, Paperback) | eBay**

Banash, Jennifer . White Lines. Putnam/Penguin, 2013. [304p]. ISBN 978-0-399-25788-9 $17.99 Reviewed from galleys R Gr. 9-12. Her mother hits her, her father has left her, but the little white lines of cocaine and the thrumming beat of house music never fail to make seventeen-year-old Cat feel alive and loved. Starting with her first visit to …

**White Lines by Jennifer Banash (review) - muse.jhu.edu**

Despite the title's obvious drug reference, this is less a scare-'em-straight story than a memoirlike account of a lost club kid navigating 1980s New York's underground parties.
WHITE LINES by Jennifer Banash | Kirkus Reviews
White Lines Jennifer Banash G P Putnam’s Sons Published April 4, 2013 Amazon | Barnes & Noble | Goodreads Seventeen-year-old Cat slogs through school days, waiting for nighttime, when the flashing lights and pulsing music of New York’s hottest clubs to bring her to life. Waiting to float away on the little white lines. What started as a dream, an unending party, twists into something more ...

Review: White Lines by Jennifer Banash - The Story Sanctuary
Being a teenager is hard. Understatement of the century, huh? Seriously, though, looking back on those years, what a pretty horrible, confusing time. Sure there's great things that happen and you have lots of wonderful experiences. But if I compare those days to now it's like night and day. That's why I really like reading books like White Lines by Jennifer Banash.

Review: White Lines by Jennifer Banash - Pure Imagination
AbeBooks.com: White Lines (9780399257889) by Jennifer Banash and a great selection of similar New, Used and Collectible Books available now at great prices.

9780399257889: White Lines - AbeBooks - Jennifer Banash ...
White Lines by Jennifer Banash Putnam Juvenile, 2013 [Goodreads] [Amazon] A gritty, atmospheric coming of age tale set in 1980s New York City. Seventeen-year-old Cat is living every teenager’s dream: she has her own apartment on the Lower East Side and at night she’s club kid royalty, guarding the velvet rope at some of the...

REVIEW: White Lines by Jennifer Banash | Read and Reviewed
The latest Tweets from Jennifer Banash (@jenniferbanash). I'm the author of the Young Adult novel WHITE LINES, from G.P. Putnam. My new novel, SILENT ALARM, is in stores now. Rep'd by the amazing @tayhaggerty. Los Angeles, CA